The Growth of Sudan Communications
harbour of Suakin was small and the entrance to it from
the open sea was by a narrow channel, thirty miles long,
between the mainland and the outer fringe of coral reefs,
and thence by a tortuous approach into the actual anchor-
age. But as a base from which to build the railway, the
place had certain advantages ; it was well known to the
shipping community, it had a fair water supply, and the
town and its market would be of use in supplying the needs
of the employees.
Work there began in 1903. Sidings were laid down and
large pontoons were built against which ships could lie
when discharging their cargoes ; workshops were erected
and equipped, and a condensing plant to provide additional
fresh water was installed.*
The actual work of laying the track began on Septem-
ber 1st, 1904, but no such rapid progress was possible as
that which had been made on the Haifa line ; once the
line had left the maritime plain and entered the hill-
country the ground became rocky and uneven, and since
railhead soon far outran the bridging-gangs who followed,
many delays were caused by the washing away of the
track.
Meanwhile on the western section of the route, " the
Atbara railhead," as it was called, was being pushed
out to meet the line advancing from Suakin, and on
October 15th, 1905, the railheads met at a point 120 miles
from the Nile. Through communication had been estab-
lished between the Nile and the Red Sea.
The disadvantages of Suakin as a port were, however,
becoming increasingly apparent. The long approach
* The dangers of the seaward approach to Suakin were vividly shown
In January, 1904, when the S.S. Afghanistan, bringing out the first set of
condensers, ran ashore some thirty miles north of Suakin and became a
total wreck.
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